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Why is the 1920s literature important now?

• The 1920s is the time when the New Soviet
Person emerged.
• Soviet mentality is still alive; and literature
provides the best window into that world.
• Learning to “decipher” hidden references is a
crucial skill for those preparing to work as
journalists, political scientists, media /
language analysts.

Why 1920’s are important now?
• Writers of diverse backgrounds (Russian, Jewish,
Ukrainian)
• Babel, Ilf and Petrov are from Odessa, Bulgakov from
Kiev
• Students have a chance to explore the place of Ukraine
in Russophone literature
• Babel describes the Russian language of Odessa
• Introduce students to different varieties of Russian
• Introducing students to Jewish writers writing in
Russian

Why 1920’s are important now?
• Bulgakov’s heart of a dog gave rise to catch
phrases (due to the film)

Who the book is for, and why was it
published as Open Access?
• Major target audience: Students who reached
Intermediate High or Advanced Low levels of proficiency
(ACTFL) and want to become Advanced Mid; also students
who are Advanced and are aiming towards Superior
• Advanced
• “narratives, descriptions, and summaries of a factual
nature … using paraphrasing and elaboration to provide
clarity.”
• The goal is to bring Advanced Low students to do this
consistently.

Why is this book necessary
(and necessary as an open resource)?
• Problem for print publication: The audience with
that proficiency level is potentially small. But the
needs of those students must be met
• Some misconceptions: Students who reached
Advanced Low level of proficiency can read
literature entirely on their own.
• My claim: Students still guidance at that level:
they need higher-level scaffolding assignments,
guidance in interpreting stylistic information,
guidance in learning to “read between the lines”.

Why is this book necessary
for Advanced Mid students?
• Writers at the Superior level do not typically
control target-language cultural, organizational,
or stylistic patterns.
• Readers at the Superior level are generally aware
of the aesthetic properties of language and of its
literary styles, but may not fully understand texts
in which cultural references and assumptions are
deeply embedded.
• The book provides exercises that help improve
these aspects for Advanced Mid – Superior
students.

A note of caution
• The 1920’s literary texts are quite removed
from everyday language, and cannot serve as
a model for imitation
• Donato and Brooks (2004) and Darhower
(2014) have shown that frequently literature
discussions in the target language are not
eliciting Advanced-level discourse

Goals of the talk (I)
• To show what Advanced-level assignments can be
designed in order to read 1920’s literature in a
meaningful way AND bring Advanced Low /
Intermediate High students to a solid Advanced
Mid
• To show what assignments can be designed that
are challenging enough for Advanced High and
even Superior level students

Goals of the talk (II)
• The theoretical goal is to show the crucial role that scaffolding
(Comer 2016), i.e., linguistic support given to the reader, plays in
teaching 1920’s literature.
• While Reyfman argues in favor of “interpretation-driven” linguistic
support, “Decoding the 1920’s” uses two types:
– Interpretation-driven scaffolding (students complete assignments that
later help them “decipher” a character and engage in literary
interpretation)
– Narration or description-driven scaffolding; students learn lexicogrammatical structures that later help them tell a story or describe a
character (Comer 2016)

Format of the book
• Inspiration for the format of many assignments in
“Decoding the 1920’s” textbook comes from:
– “Cinema for Russian conversation” (for polyphony and
multi-level assignments)
– “Sofia Petrovna” (for paraphrase and vocabulary
assignments)
– “Russian without Borders 1 and 2” (for stylistics)
– “Russian: From Intermediate to Advanced” (for
“rhetorical frames”)

The Russian Flagship

https://www.pdx.edu/russian-flagship/about-flagship

• The Russian Flagship Program at Portland
State University is one of the eight intensive
Russian Flagship programs in the country
which permits students to achieve
professional (Superior) levels of proficiency in
Russian.

Flagship course of studies at Portland
State University
• Year 1. “Beginning Flagship Russian” (6
credits)
• Summer 1. Third-Year Russian (12
credits)
• Year 2. “Fourth Year Russian” and
Flagship Level I “Globalization.”
• Summer 2. Students study in a Flagshipapproved program abroad (or online).

Flagship course of studies at Portland
State University
• Year 3. Flagship Level III “Russian in the
Major” and content-based language courses
TESTING: achieve ILR-2 in Speaking and in two more
skills (out of Reading, Listening, Writing)

• Year 4. Russian Flagship Center in Kazakhstan
/ Kyrgyztan

Russian literature of 1920’s
Portland State University
Taught in Spring 2013, Spring 2016, Spring 2019
Typical level: ILR 2 (had two Superiors, too)

Russian literature of 1920’s
Who are the students?

• HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS (1-7)

Assignment 1:
Students are footnote creators

Assignments 2 and 3: Basic understanding questions or “put in chronological order”
(For all levels, including Intermediate High and Advanced Low)
Similar to “Cinema for Russian Conversation” and “Sofia Petrovna”

Assignment 4:
“Quotes”: translation; word play, false cognates
(see “Cinema for Russian Conversation”)

Assignment 5

Students guess meaning

Assignment 6: Grammar or lexicon (I)
For narration / argumentation / description

Assignment 6: Grammar or lexicon (I)

Later assignment in class
Description / argumentation (Advanced-level skill)

Assignment 6: Grammar or lexicon (II)
For literary interpretation

Assignment 6: Grammar or lexicon (II)

Later assignment in class

Description (Advanced-level skill)

Similar to “Sofia Petrovna” and “The Golden Age” (Freels and Lifschitz 1996)

Assignment 7: Matching exercises
(cf. «Русский без границ 2», Comer 2016)

Assignment 7: Matching exercises (anaphoric figures of speech)

Figures of speech are not “petty, insignificant details” (Steiner 1972)
There is a “growing interest in the role of metaphor in the development of
language and thought (Kramsch and Kramsch 2000)

Later assignment in class (11)
Description (advanced-level task)

WORK IN CLASS: Warm-up (8)
Definitions (9, Advanced-level task)

WORK IN CLASS:
Description (10, Advanced-level task)

Assignment 11: Paraphrase (Advanced-level task)
(reinforce voc. in 5-6, discuss polyphony from 4, dialectal words or
metaphors from 7).
Similar format to “Sofia Petrovna”

Assignment 12: Re-reading
(see Kulibina 2001)

Assignment 12: Re-reading
(see Kulibina 2001)

Assignment 13: “Rhetorical frame”
Similar to Kagan, Kudyma and Miller (2014)
Learning the styles of formal letters

Assignment 13:
Rhetorical “frame” and history

Assignment 14: Improvised speech for 1 minute
(Similar to Kudyma 2016)
For Advanced High and Superior

Assignment 15: Discussion

Additional (optional) assignments

Additional (optional) assignments
Essays

Essays for Advanced High and Superior)

Additional (optional) assignments
Presentations

Additional (optional) assignments
Vocabulary review

Disadvantages of the textbook
• Youtube links need to be regularly checked
and updated
• While PDX Open makes it possible to trace
how many people used the book and even
show where (on a map) the book was used,
both instructors and users can download the
book without filling out the adoption form. It
is difficult to trace which institutions use it,
unless the instructor fills out the form

Advantages of the book
• Free
• Because it is free, I obtained permission from
copyright holders relatively fast
• The book format is being adopted by instructors
of other languages
• Allows students to engage in meaningful
discussions about literature, about politics,
ethnicity and identity. It allows them to discuss
the connection between these texts and
American life, or current events. And all of it
while learning the language at the same time

